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A B S T R A C T

Long Term Sustainability of Outer Space Activities (LTSOSA) was adopted during the UNCOPUOS Session in June 2019. It consists of 21 guidelines in four (4) categories, namely: policy and regulatory framework of outer space activities; safety of outer space operations; international cooperation, capacity building and awareness; and technical research and development. The LTSOSA is in line with the definition of Space Security which relates to guaranteed access to Space and the ability to freely exploit space for various purposes. Space Security cover both: safety, sustainability and the security of the space system and actors. While Human Security is an approach to assist Member States in identifying and addressing widespread and cross-cutting challenges to the survival, livelihood and dignity of their people. It call for people-centered, comprehensive, context-specific and prevention-oriented responses that strengthen the protection and empowerment of all people. This article will be focused on analyzing and elaborating three (3) main issues: The correlation among LTSOSA, Space Security and Human Security; The Contributions of LTSOSA and Space Security toward the achievement of Human Security’s Objectives; and Legal and Regulatory Framework of LTSOSA, Space Security and Human Security.
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Introduction

The development and formulation of LTSOSA was initiated by the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee of the United Nations Committee on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNCOPUOS). In 2110 it was developed based on prevailing best practices. In 2014 Session of Technical and Scientific Sub Committee of UNCOUPUS, 31 points of the draft Guidelines was presented and discussed. In 2016 the discussion on 12 Guidelines was finalized, followed by second set of 9 Guidelines was also finalized in 2018. The 21 Guidelines was formally agreed and adopted by UNCOPUOS Plenary Session in 2019 (Yan, 2019).

As a concept LTSOSA is the ability to maintain the conduct of space activities indefinitely into the future in a manner that realizes the objective of equitable access to the benefits of the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes, in order to meet the need of the present Generations while preserving the outer space for future Generation (Permatasari, 2019; Budisulistiorini et al, 2018).

The LTSOSA consist of 21 guidelines which comprise of a collection of internationally recognized measures for ensuring the LTSOSA and enhancing the safety of space operation. The Guidelines address the policy, regulatory, operational, safety, scientific, technical, international cooperation, and capacity building aspect of space activities. They are based on substantial body of knowledge, as well as experience of States, International Inter-Governmental Organizations and relevant national and international
non-governmental entities. The Guidelines also relevant to all space actors and space activities, whether planned or on-going, as practicable, and to all phases of a space mission, including launch, operation, and end-of-life disposal (Nasution & Zahra, 2017; Bejarano et al, 2019). The purpose of the Guidelines is to assist States and Intergovernmental organization, both individually and collectively, to mitigate the risk associated with the conduct of outer space activities so that the present benefits can be sustained and future opportunities realized. Consequently, the implementation of the guidelines should promote international cooperation in the peaceful uses and exploration of outer space (Nastiti & Giyarsh 2019; Akhir et al, 2016).

The method for collecting data and information for this article is based on desk study from available sources, both primary, secondary and tertiary legal materials. The analysis is applying qualitative and normative approaches, in particular on the relevant issues regarding LTSOSA, Space Security and how it contributes to the attainment of Human Security’s objectives.

Conceptual Background and Human Security


The 1994 Report stressed that Human Security is people-centered, and “is concerned with how people live and breath in society, how freely they exercise their many choices, how much access they have to market and social opportunities and whether they live in conflict or in peace”. The concept revolves around the importance of affording people “freedom from fear” and “freedom from want”.

UNGA Resolution no 66/290 of 2012 was an important milestone as it described Human Security as “the right of people to live in freedom and dignity, free from poverty and despair”. In 2018 the UN Secretary General said that “Human Security, National Security and Global Security are indivisible. When people fear for their lives, their communities, societies and countries are at increased risk. When people enjoy safety, so do their countries and the World”. Human Security links to human development approach which is about expanding the richness of human life, rather than simply the richness of the economy in which human being live are clear: one cannot exist without the other.

There are some initiatives relevant to Human Security, such as:

iii. Initiatives led by Government and Other International Networks.

There are some other relevant initiatives to Human Security: 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development; The New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants; The Sendai Framework Disaster Risk Reduction; The Sustaining Peace Agenda. As with human development approach, the concept of Human Security is closely related to the 2030 Agenda. Human Security’s People-Centered approach is essential to realize the core ambition of the 2030 Agenda- that is to have no-one behind.

The concept of Human Security ensured a better Agenda 2030 than would otherwise have been possible to negotiate. Both the SDG and Human Security recognize that development challenges are complex and interlinked and that, an integrated, multidimensional approach to development is needed. The humanitarian development-peace nexus also sits at the core of the notion of Human Security. Essentially it is a recognition of the fact that sustainable development and sustaining peace are two side of the same coin.

The 2030 Agenda emphasizes a very basic human needs such as a world free from poverty, hunger, decease as well as access to safe drinking water and food. SDG no 16 is one of the key SDG’s to promote Human Security. It sets us the goal to promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all level.

LTSOSA and Human Security

One of the main concerns of LTSOSA is sustainability of outer space activities both for Present and Future Generations. Such sustainability cover both to space environment, safety and operations, international cooperation, capacity building as well as scientific and technical research.

Human Security puts it emphasize over people security which are free from fear, free from want, free from poverty and free from despair. LTSOSA through the application of space science and technology and its application would be able to support the achievement of Human Security’s Goal and Sustainability Development Goals.

Space Security and Human Security

As Space Security developed from its conservative concepts of security to its expanding concepts covering safety, sustainability and security of space system and actors, it is in line with the developing concept of Human Security, from narrow and conservative
meaning of security to expand from territorial security to people security and from arms to development. The expansion of the concept of security, both Space Security as well as Human Security would enable that space security can also be dedicated to the achievement of Human Security.

Human Security and SDG

As with human development approach, the concept of Human Security is closely related to SDG’s 2030 Agenda. Human Security’s people-centered approach is essential tools to realize the core ambition of SDG’s 2030 Agenda- that is to Leave No-One Behind. Both SDG’s 2030 and Human Security recognize that development challenges are complex and interlink and that, an integrated, multidimensional approach to development is needed.

Contribution of LTSOSA and Space Security to the Attainment of Human Security’s Objectives

Space Contribution to SDG and Human Security

i. Contribution to SDG no 4 on Quality Education: provide precious hands-on opportunities for students in university;

ii. Contribution to SDG 9 on Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure: offer opportunity for Developing Countries to develop space technology domestically and build basic elements for a potential space industry and inspire innovations in the country;

iii. Contribution to SDG no 10 on Reducing Inequalities: reduce the “space gap” be tween space-faring nation. Countries benefitting the program become space-faring countries;

iv. Contribution to SDG no 16 on Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions: Cooperation in outer space is of great importance for world peace. Ensure the compliance of international space law and play an important role in supporting new-space-faring nations to develop national space law;

v. Contribution to SDG no 17 on Partnership for The Goal: triangular cooperation (Japan- Kenya-Italy-UNOOSA), South-South Cooperation, Technology transfer.

LTSOSA, Space Security and its contribution to Human security

The Objective of Human Security: to create political, economic, social, cultural and environmental conditions in which people live knowing that their vital rights and freedom are secure; to keep critical pervasive threats from invading the vital core of human lives. Another version of Human Security’s Objectives is formulated as “To Safeguard of the Vital Core of All Human Lives from Critical and Pervasive Threat, in a way that is consistent with long term Human Fulfillment”. On the interpretation on some keywords on such definitions are as follows: Safeguard means human security is deliberately protective; Vital Core means human security is contained in scope; All Human Lives means human security is “people-centered”; Critical and Pervasive Threat means the focus of human security is squarely on human lives; and Human Fulfillment means human security focuses on a limited core of individual activities and abilities, on a minimal subset of human development and human rights. LTSOSA through the implementation of its 21 Guidelines and Space Security through its range of activities may potentially be contributed to the achievement of Human Security’s Objectives.

Legal and Regulatory Framework to Support the Contribution of LTSOSA and Space Security to Human Security

Legal and Regulatory Framework of LTSOSA

i. Guidelines for the LTSOSA as adopted by the Plenary Meeting of the UNCOPUOS in June, 2019.

ii. This Guidelines touch on a range of activities aimed at enhancing sustainability of space environment, safety of space operations, international cooperation, capacity building, and scientific and technical research.

iii. It is voluntary, but the Guidelines do become legally binding as States adopt the recommended measures through national legislation and regulation.

iv. The Guidelines represent the most significant international agreement to advance the governance of State Security in decades.

v. The Guidelines make a critical link between the three (3) pillars of Space Security: safety, sustainability, and the security of space systems and actors.

Legal and Regulatory Framework of Space Security

i. UNGA Resolution no 75/36 on Reducing Space Threats through Norms, Rules and Principles of Responsible Behaviors. By UNGA Resolution 75/36, the General Assembly encouraged Member States to study existing and potential threats and security risks to space system, including those arising from actions, activities or systems in outer space or on Earth, characterize actions and activities that could be considered responsible, irresponsible, or threatening and their potential impact on international security, and share their ideas on the further development and implementation of norms, rules and
principles of responsible behaviours and on the reduction of the risks and misunderstanding and miscalculations with respect to outer space.

ii. Draft International Code of Conduct for Outer Space Activities of 2014: This draft in the form of proposed Soft Laws contain some provisions on Space Security, covering: purpose and scope; general principles; promotion with and promotion of Treaties, Conventions and other commitment relating to outer space activities; measures on outer space operation and space debris mitigation; notification of outer space activities; information of outer space activities; consultation mechanism; meeting of subscribing States; central point of contact; and participation by regional integration organization and international intergovernmental organization.

iii. Prevention of Arms Race in Outer Space (PAROS):

PAROS divided into two (2) parts: Part I on Military Space Activities and Their Legal Limitation; Part II on Prevention of Arms Race in Outer Space. Part I consist of Chapter 1 on the need for security in outer space covering issues related to the prevention of arms race in outer space and linkages between bilateral USSR/US initiatives and multilateral initiatives. Part II cover some international agreements containing provisions applicable to arms limitation and prohibition in outer space and general provisions concerning activities in outer space.

UNGA Resolution on General and Complete Disarmament: Transparency and Confidence Building Measures in Outer Space Activities:

This resolution reaffirms the right of all countries to explore and use of outer space in accordance with International Law. It also reaffirms that preventing an arms race in outer space is in the interest of maintaining international peace and security and is a essential condition for the promotion and strengthening international cooperation in the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes. It encourages Member States to continue to review and implement, to the greatest extent practicable, the proposes transparency and confidence building measures through the relevant national mechanism, on a voluntary basis and in a manner consistent with the national interests of Member States.

Legal and Regulatory framework of Human Security

UNGA Resolution no 66/290 of 2012 on Follow-Up to Paragraph 143 on Human Security of the 2005 World Summit Outcome:

The Resolution recognize that development, human rights and peace and security, which are the three pillars of the United Nations, are interlink and mutually reinforcing. It agreed on the common understanding that the notion of human security includes the following:

i. The right of people to live in freedom and dignity, free from poverty and despair;

ii. Human security call for people-centered, comprehensive, context-specific and prevention-oriented responses that strengthen the protection and empowerment of all people and all communities;

iii. Human security recognizes the interlinkages between peace, development and human rights, and equally considers civil, political, economic, social and cultural rights;

iv. The notion of human security is distinct from the responsibility to protect and its implementation;

v. Human security does not entail the threat or the use of force or coercive measures;

vi. Human security is based on national ownership;

vii. Government retains the primary role and responsibility for ensuring the survival, livelihood and dignity of their citizens;

viii. Human security must be implemented with full respect for the purposes and principles enshrined in the Charter of the United Nations.

UN Trust Fund for Human Security (UNTFHS)

UNTFHS finance programs that translate the human security approach into practical actions and provide concrete and sustainable benefits to vulnerable people and communities threatened in their survival, livelihood and dignity.

UNTFHS finances activities carried out by UN organizations to demonstrate the added value of the human security approach and extend its usage and awareness both within and outside of the United Nations System.

The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

The 2030 Agenda and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) is universal, transformative and right-based. It is an ambitious plan of action for countries, UN Systems, and all other actors. The agenda is the most comprehensive blueprint for eliminating extreme poverty, reducing inequality, and protecting the planet.

The 2030 Agenda contain the following core principles, namely: universality; leaving no one behind; interconnectedness and indivisibility; inclusiveness; and multi-stakeholders’ partnerships. 17 SDGs are not a summary of the Agenda, but rather focus areas necessary to achieve sustainable development. The 17 goals should be seen as indispensible pieces in a big and complex puzzle. The SDGs help translate the core values and principles underlying the 2030 Agenda into concrete and measurable results.
The New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants

On September 19 of 2016 the UNGA adopted the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants. It has paved the way for the adoption of two new global compact in 2018: a global compact on refugees and a global compact for safe, orderly and regular migration. The New York Declaration sets out the key elements of a Comprehensive Refugee Response Framework (CRRF) and the global compact on refugees. It also provides for the negotiation of a global compact for safe, orderly and regular migration. The two processes leading to the two global compacts are to be “separate, distinct and independent”.

The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction

The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030 (Sendai Framework) provide Member States with concrete actions to protect development gains from the risk of disaster. It was endorsed by the UN General Assembly following the 2015 Third UN World Conference on Disaster Risk Reduction (WCDRR), and advocates for: the substantial reduction of disaster risk and losses in all hazards, livelihoods and health and in the economic, physical, social cultural and environmental assets of persons, businesses, communities and countries.

The Sustaining Peace Agenda

The key messages of the UN Sustaining Peace Agenda are: preventing conflict and achieving lasting peace as enshrined in the UN Charter is a fundamental responsibility of the UN’s Member States; The UN System’s agencies, funds and programmes and Secretariat can play a catalytic role in sustaining peace but they need greater political, financial and operational support from Member States; Member States should support the UN to deliver the sustaining peace agenda in four (4) critical areas; above all, member countries must take the necessary diplomatic action to stop crises from escalating, bring parties back from the brink of violence and set them on the path to peace.

Conclusion

The developing concepts of LTSOSA, Space Security and Human Security are closely correlated which are emphasized to protecting and empowering people, for development, and dedicated both for Present and Future Generations. The achievement in space science and technology and its applications in the framework of LTSOSA and Space Security are potentially be contributed to the achievement of Human Security’s Objectives. The Legal and Regulatory Framework of LTSOSA, Space Security and Human Security, both in the forms of hard laws, soft laws and other draft instruments are relevant and complementary to be used as guidance and reference to the achievement of Human Security’s Objectives.
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